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 part IV. The Executive
Monopolies. Grants and monopolies by the Crown were bad at common law
except in the case of patents for new inventions: The Case of Mono-
polies^ (1602), 11 Co. Rep. 84, where there was held'vbld a'grant of
the soleTBght to make and import playing cards. Th? Statute of
Monopolies, 1624, a declaratory Act, controlled the Cirowifs power
foTgfant to ErsTmventors the monopoly of working new inventions.
This statute formed the basis of modern patent law, now regulated
by the Patents and Designs Acts, 1907 to 1949. The Statute of
Monopolies recognised the rights of corporations, companies and
societies of merchants and in 1683 the court held that a grant of the
sole right of trading to the East Indies was valid: East India Co. v.
Sandys (The Great Case of Monopolies) (1685), 10'St. Tr. 371; but
in 1694 the House of Commons resolved that, unless prohibited by
Parliament, all subjects have an equal right of trading with the
King's dominions. Since that date the grant of exclusive rights of
trading has been by statute, e.g. to the East India Company set up
in 1698.1
Mis-
cellaneous
Prerogatives
Other prerogative powers, many of which are nowadays regulated
by statute, relate to the creation of corporations by royal charter; the
erection and supervision of harbours; the guardianship of infants
and persons of unsound mind; the administration of charities; the
right to mine precious metals; coinage; the grant of franchises, e.g.
markets, ferries and fisheries; the right to treasure trove 2; the sole
right of printing or licensing others to print the Bible, the Book of
Common Prayer and State papers.
The Preroga-
tive in time
of National
Emergency.
The declaration of war and making of peace will be considered
in connection with acts of State.3 The extent of the prerogative
powers in time of grave emergency cannot be precisely stated, and
in modern times the Executive takes statutory powers to meet
emergencies.4 That the prerogative powers are wide was admitted by
Hampden's counsel in the Case of Ship Money 6; nor save in regard
to taxation were they abridged by the' Bill of Rights. In time of
sudden invasion or formidable insurrection the King may demand
personal service within the realm.6 Either the Crown or a subject
may invade the land of another to erect fortifications for the defence
of the realm: The Case of the King's Prerogative in Saltpetre (1607),
12 Rep. 12; K.lH:r76r13urtHs^^	all
necessary measures to repel the King's enemies in time of war or to
restore order in time of insurrection, should probably not be regarded
as a prerogative power.7 It is a duty rather than a right and is shared
by. the Crown with all its subjects.
1	East India Company Act, 1698.
2	P. 267, n. 1, post.
4 Part VIU., Chap. 2.
6	Chitty, Prerogatives of the Crown, p, 49.
7	Part DC., Chap. 2,
 * Part IV, Chap. 10.
8 P. 34, ante.

